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We empower a more secure, 
interconnected world. 
Our alliance stands for the safe and secure use of all technology. 

We encourage everyone to do their part to prevent digital wrongdoing 
of any kind. 

We build strong partnerships, educate and inspire all to take action to 
protect ourselves, our families, organizations and nations. 

Only together can we realize a more secure, interconnected world.

About Us
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Reach

Millions of people turn 
to the National 
Cybersecurity Alliance 
for information

• 1.7+ million pageviews 
StaySafeOnline.org 

• 350,000+ social media 
followers

• 150+ free resources

• Thousands of webinar 
attendees

• 3,000 CyberSecure My 
Business attendees
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SCIENCE!
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Opportunity

Motivation

Capability

Behavior
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Seth Godin

“People are irrational and they 
usually make decisions that have 
nothing to do with facts. And yet we 
spend most of our time improving 
our facts and very little concerned 
with the rest.”
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Feelings



Annual Survey

Participant 
Demographics

• Average age 47 
years (SD= 17.4)

• 1000 UK citizens
• 1000 US citizens

Demographic Number of participants (%)

Gender Female 1087
(54%)

Male 885
(44%)

Non-binary 17
(1%)

Employment 
status

Full-time employment 826 
(41%)

Part-time
employment

253 
(13%)

Retired 434
(22%)

Students working part-
time

26
(1%)

Students 51 
(3%)

Unemployed 358 
(18%)

Other 52 
(3%)



Importance of staying secure online

Q: How do you feel about 
cyber security? 

Statement:

“Staying secure online is 
important to me.”

63% of US and 60% of UK 
citizens find staying secure 
online very important.
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Prioritising online security

Q: How do you feel 
about cyber security? 

Statement:

“I prioritise staying 
secure online.”

45% of US citizens 
36% of UK citizens 
rated cyber security a 
high priority for them.
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Feelings of intimidation 

Q: How do you feel about 
cyber security?

Statement:

“I find cyber security 
intimidating.”
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Confidence



Cyber security confidence

Q: How confident 
are you in your 
ability to identify a 
malicious and/or 
illegitimate e-mail 
(or link) from a 
cybercriminal?
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UGH!
91%

of all breaches started 
with a phishing email

Source: Trend Micro



Peak of Mt. 
Stupid

Valley of despair

Slope of 
enlightenment
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Bias: Dunning-Kruger Effect
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A cognitive bias that leads 
people of limited skills or 
knowledge to mistakenly 
believe their abilities are 
greater than they are. 





Checking and reporting phishing emails 

51% mentioned that they always check to see whether an email is 
legitimate or not.
26% reported notifying the person who sent the phishing email  
22% noted they always report phishing to a platform (e.g. Gmail)



Barriers: Reporting phishing

28% mentioned that reporting 
phishing is not a priority for 
them at the moment.
Another 28% noted that they do 
not know how to report 
phishing emails.

Barriers to reporting phishing
Number of 

participants (%)

I understand what people are saying about the risks of not 
reporting phishing, but I don’t believe it.

101
(9%)

I think it is worth reporting phishing attempts, but it is not a 
priority for me at the moment.

328 
(28%)

I don’t think I can report phishing because things going on in my 
life make it too difficult.

87
(8%)

I think spending time on reporting phishing would get in the way 
of my productivity.

116
(10%)

I don’t think I can report phishing because I don’t have the 
patience to do it.

130 
(11%)

I want to report phishing, but I don't know how best to do it.
328

(28%)

Other barriers.
70

(6%)
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Victims & Reporting



Victim of harmful cyber activity

Q: Have you ever been a victim of 
harmful cyber activities online (e.g. 
phishing attempts or data leaks) that 
have resulted in the loss of money or 
data? 

● 34% reported having experienced 
harmful cyber activity at least 
once. 

● 19% reported having been a 
victim of identity theft.



Victim of harmful cyber activity

● 44% of Millenials had been victims of cyber crime at least once. 
● 79% of Baby Boomers had never been a victim of cyber crime.



Victim of identity theft
Q: Have you ever been a victim of identity theft? 

● 25% of Millennials and 24% of Gen Z had their identity stolen at least once.
● 86% of Baby Boomers had never had their identity stolen.



Reporting cyber crime and identity theft 

61% of cyber crime victims chose not to report the incident with 39% reporting it. 

63% of identity theft victims reported the incident with 37% not reporting it.

Most reported reasons given for non-reporting (from qualitative data):

Not knowing how or who to report.
Those who reported the incidents most often reported them to the bank and police.
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Behaviors



Password habits

Use of long and unique passwords:

• 43% reported of creating a long and unique password either
‘Always’ or ‘Very often’

• 27% reported ‘Never’ or ‘Rarely’ doing so.

Use of different passwords:

• 47% reported of using different passwords for important
online accounts either ‘Always’ or ‘Very often’

• 20% reported ‘Never’ or ‘Rarely’ doing so.
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Password management strategies

Q: What is your preferred method of remembering multiple 
passwords?

• 31% mentioned they just “write them down in a notebook”.

• 26% reported “just remembering” their passwords.

• 20% reported using other methods (e.g. storing them on an
email or phone).

• 12% used a stand-alone password manager application.

• 11% tended to save passwords in a browser.



Password Managers



Barriers: Password managers

37% reported that their 
biggest barrier was the lack of 
trust a single provider with 
managing all their passwords.

Barriers to password manager use
Number of 

participants (%)

I have heard that using the same password is risky, but never 
fully understood what the problem is.

120
(8%)

I understand what people are saying about the risks of about the 
risks of using the same passwords for multiple accounts, but I 
don’t believe or care about it.

99 
(7%)

I think it is worth using a password manager, but it is not a 
priority for me at the moment.

255
(18%)

I don’t think I can use a password manager because I don't think 
it is easy to use.

101
(7%)

I think using a password manager would get in the way of my 
productivity.

91
(6%)

I don’t trust any single provider with managing all my passwords.
525 

(37%)

I don't know how to do it, even if I wanted to.
198

(14%)

Other barriers.
39

(3%)



Multi-
Factor
Authentication
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Use of Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)

48% of the participants had never heard of MFA.

Out of the 52% of the participants who had heard about it:

81% applied it on at least once with almost 90% of them reporting
that they were still using MFA.



Barriers: MFA

24% reported 
usability (i.e. 
difficulty) their 
biggest barrier to 
adoption of MFA.
22% noted that they 
wanted to add MFA 
but did not know 
how to do it.

Barriers to MFA use
Number of 

participants (%)
I have heard that using only a password without adding on multi-
factor authentication is risky, but never fully understood what the 
problem is.

208
(18%)

I understand what people are saying about the risks of not adding a 
second factor (e.g. code, fingerprint) to my online accounts, but I 
don’t believe or care about it.

175
(15%)

I don’t think I can use multi-factor authentication because I don't 
think it is easy to use.

283
(24%)

I think using multi-factor authentication would get in the way of my 
productivity.

155 
(13%)

I want to add multi-factor authentication, but I don't know how best 
to do it.

254 
(22%)

Other barriers.
86 

(7%)
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Peace of Mind



Stay safe online. Website
StaySafeOnline.org

Twitter
@staysafeonline

Facebook
/staysafeonline

LinkedIn
/national-cyber-security-alliance

Email
info@staysafeonline.org



Connectivity, access and devices

58% mentioned they are always connected to the internet.

93%  are online every day.

1% mentioned that they do not have access to the internet.

80% connected to internet via smartphones and 53% with their laptops. 

The most popular connected devices were:
59% smart televisions;
41% gaming consoles, and
35% smart speakers. 

21% did not own connected devices



Security Behaviors

i) creating and managing passwords; 

ii) applying Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA); 

iii) installing the latest updates; 

iv) checking message legitimacy (phishing); 

v) recognizing and reporting phishing, and 

vi) backing up data.



Installing latest software / applications

68% of people ‘Always’ or ‘Very often’ install the latest updates and 
software as soon as they become available. Out of these:

• 46% have turned on their automatic updates.
• 21% perform their device updates immediately (upon receiving a 

notification). 
• 18% click “remind me later”



Responsibility to protect: Personal information

Q: In your view, whose main responsibility is to protect your online information?   

Overall employer and family were seen as the least responsible parties for protecting 
participants’ information.
52% found themselves to be the most responsible agency for protecting their personal 
information online.



Responsibility to protect: Workplace information

Q: In your view, whose main responsibility is to protect your workplace’s 
online information? 

39% saw themselves as the least responsible agency for the protection of 
workplace information.



Sources of advice: Password hygiene*

The top two resources for those who 
have adopted good password habits 
(e.g. creating unique and long 
passwords for each platform) were:

1. Websites or applications 
endorsing and advising what to do 
(26%).

2. Looking up information online on 
their own accord (25%).

*The survey question was only presented to those 
who mentioned good password habits. They were 
able to tick multiple advice sources. 



Sources of advice: MFA*

The top two resources for those 
who had adopted MFA were:

1. Websites or applications 
endorsing and advising 
what to do (32%)

2. Looking up information 
online on their own accord 
(27%).

*The survey question was only presented to those 
who used MFA. They were able to tick multiple advice 
sources. 



Sources of advice: Backing up data*

The top two resources for those who 
noted they were regularly backing up 
data were:

1. Looking up information online on 
their own accord (32%).

2. Received information from a 
family member (29%).

*The survey question was only presented to those 
who backed up their data. They were able to tick 
multiple advice sources. 



Sources of advice: Password manager use*

The top two resources for those who 
noted they were using password 
managers were:

1. Websites or applications 
endorsing and advising what to 
do (26%).

2. Looking up information online 
on their own accord (26%).

*The survey question was only presented to those 
who used a password manager. They were able to tick 
multiple advice sources. 



Sources of advice: Reporting phishing emails*

The top two resources for those 
who noted they report phishing 
emails were:

1. Looking up information 
online on their own accord  
(24%).

2. Seeing information as part of 
online or other media 
(24%).

*The survey question was only presented to those 
who reported phishing emails. They were able to tick 
multiple advice sources. 



Sources of advice: Updating device software / applications*

The top two resources for those who 
noted they update device software and 
applications frequently were:

1. Websites or applications 
endorsing and advising what to do 
(32%).

2. Learning from a service provider
(23%).

*The survey question was only presented to those 
who updated their devices. They were able to tick 
multiple advice sources. 



Barriers: Backing up data

● 25% mentioned that they did 
not perceive backing up data 
as a priority. 

● 19% reported that they did 
not back up their data as they 
did not know how to do it.

Barriers to backing up data
Number of 

participants (%)

I understand what people are saying about the risks of keeping 
all your data in one device, but I don’t believe it.

116
(11%)

I think it is worth backing up your data, but it is not a priority for 
me at the moment.

267 
(25%)

I don’t think I can back up my data because I don't think it is 
easy to do.

134 
(12%)

I think spending time on backing up my data would get in the 
way of my productivity.

112 
(10%)

I don’t trust any single provider (e.g. cloud service) with backing 
up my data.

189
(18%)

I want to back up my data, but I don't know how best to do it.
210 

(19%)

Other barriers
52 

(5%)

Total 1080 



Barriers: Updating devices and software

● 21% did not update devices and 
software regularly as they did 
not know how to do it. 

● 19% understood the risks of not 
updating their devices / 
software, but did not believe or 
care about it.

● Further 19% of the participants 
noted that using outdated 
version was risky, but did not 
understand why.

Barriers to updating software
Number of 
participants (%)

I have heard that using the outdated version of software is 
risky, but never fully understood what the problem is.

120 
(19%)

I understand what people are saying about the risks of not 
updating to the latest versions of software, but I don’t 
believe or care about it.

123 
(19%)

It's too difficult for me to install the latest updates to my 
devices.

105 
(16%)

I think spending time on updating my devices would get 
in the way of my productivity.

111 
(17%)

I want to ensure that I have installed the latest updates on 
my devices, but I don't know how best to do it.

136
(21%)

Other barriers
45 

(7%)

Total 640
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